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THIS LAVISHLY ILLUSTRATED volume explores the
interior world of Paolo Moschino and Philip Vergeylen,
the talented duo behind the AD 100 firm Paolo Moschino
for Nicholas Haslam Limited.
Moschino and Vergeylen not only create inspiring
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homes for a discriminating clientele, but also design their
own celebrated line of furniture, lighting, textiles, and accessories. Signature Spaces connects Paolo and Philip’s
varied sources of inspiration—ranging from ancient artifacts to oddities plucked from the natural world—to
accentuate their comfortable, elegant interiors. Illustrated with hundreds of stunning contemporary and
archival photographs and drawings, this book reveals examples of their finest design projects selected from
the finest London flats, English country houses, Ionian island summer homes, accompanied by irreverent
bon mots from the likes of Diana Vreeland, Guy de Rothschild, and Elsie de Wolfe. Signature Spaces features
unpublished photographs of Paolo and Philip’s homes, and shows how their design melds carefully chosen
portraits and works of art to create timeless design. Boldly designed, Signature Spaces draws upon a rich
cultural heritage of people, places, art and artists, that continue to be a source of inspiration on Paolo and
Philip’s unending search for beauty.
ABOUT THE AUTHORS:
PAOLO MOSCHINO and PHILIP VERGEYLEN have both always been passionate
about design, although neither of intended to become designers…
Paolo, Italian born, studied political science in Florence, moved to London
for a few months at the age of twenty-three, and ended up running an
interiors shop—which he subsequently bought—and never left.
Philip, Belgian born and raised, always says his parents gave him three
choices of profession: doctor, banker or lawyer. He chose “banker”—
but, after a high-powered career in financial services, met Paolo, agreed
to help with some interior design projects and, twenty years later,
remain partners together, with Philip running the company’s interior
design studio. They are both incurable workaholics—but, then again,
when your work is your passion, it doesn’t always feel like work.

M IN HOGG was the founding editor of The World of Interiors magazine in 1981, and remained editor-in-chief
until 2001.
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